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Abstract. We show that asymptotically Schwarzschildean 3-manifolds cannot contain
minimal surfaces obtained by perturbative deformations of a Euclidean catenoid, no matter
how small the ADM mass of the ambient space and how large the neck of the catenoid itself.
Such an obstruction is sharply three-dimensional and ceases to hold for more general classes
of asymptotically flat data.

1. Introduction

In general relativity, asymptotically flat manifolds naturally arise as spacelike slices in
space-times describing isolated gravitational systems. Due to their self-evident physical
relevance, their geometry has been extensively studied and a variety of fundamental results
have been obtained. Among these, the mean-curvature proof of the Positive Mass Theorem
proposed by Schoen and Yau [SY79] has disclosed a fundamental principle, which basically
asserts that an asymptotically Schwarzschildean manifold (of non-negative scalar curvature,
as prescribed by the dominant energy condition) cannot contain an asymptotically planar
stable minimal surface. In fact, much more recently, the following non-existence result has
been obtained by the first-named author:

Theorem 1.1. [Car14] Let (M, g) be an asymptotically Schwarzschildean 3-manifold of
non-negative scalar curvature. If it contains a complete, properly embedded stable minimal
surface Σ, then (M, g) is isometric to the Euclidean space R3 and Σ is an affine plane.

We refer readers to Subsection 2.1 for a precise definition of asymptotically Schwarzschildean
spaces, but for the sake of this introduction they may simply consider them a suitably
isotropic subclass of asymptotically flat manifolds.

It is worth noting that the properness assumption is inessential (and thus can be removed)
when (M, g) has an horizon boundary, as was shown in [CCE15]. Even more importantly,
it is appropriate to recall from [EM12] that these rigidity results for stable minimal surfaces
have important consequences on the behaviour of isoperimetric domains for large enclosed
volume (see [EM13a,EM13b] and [MFN15] for a general picture of the isoperimetric struc-
ture of asymptotically Schwarzschildean spaces, see also [MN12] for isoperimetric properties
of locally asymptotically flat spaces of non-negative Ricci curvature). In fact, using these
tools it was shown in Corollary 1.11 in [CCE15] that (under a natural non-drifting assump-
tion) any large volume-preserving stable constant mean curvature sphere has to be a leaf
of the canonical Huisken-Yau foliation [HY96], thus essentially a perturbed sphere centered
at the center of mass of the ambient manifold. Lastly, theorems of this type can be used
to classify asymptotically flat static manifolds (Corollary 1.9 in [CCE15]) by virtue of the
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area-minimizing properties of the zero set of the corresponding potentials (see [GM14]).

From a different perspective, the theorem above ensures that (in this setting) the most
basic mechanism to generate complete (non-compact) minimal surfaces, namely taking lim-
its of solutions of the Plateau problem for diverging boundaries, is inevitably doomed to
fail. It is then a natural question whether some other constructive procedure has chances
to succeed, or more generally whether asymptotically Schwarzschildean manifolds contain
(necessarily unstable) unbounded minimal surfaces.

In trying to prove an existence result via perturbation methods, there is a class of Eu-
clidean minimal surfaces which are by far the most natural to deform, namely catenoids.
The reason is twofold: on the one hand such surfaces blow-down to a double plane (so that,
in asymptotically flat spaces, they have very small mean curvature far away from the origin)
and, perhaps more importantly, they come in one-parameter families parametrized by the
neck-parameter, so that choosing that parameter to be sufficiently large we can work in a
region where the ambient metric is uniformly close to flat. In other words, the effect of
gravity can be made arbitrarily small. Hence, one can try to construct minimal catenoids
in asymptotically Schwarzschildean spaces by first performing a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduc-
tion (thereby constructing normal graphs over Euclidean catenoids whose defining functions
belong to suitable weighted Sobolev spaces) and then handling the cokernel, generated by
Euclidean isometries and by the scaling parameter, by exploiting the freedom on the choice
of the center, of the symmetry axis and of the radius of the the neck itself. In this article,
we prove that this approach is also doomed to fail, and that in fact the ADM mass obstructs
the existence of minimal catenoids, even when the function defining the normal perturbation
is (potentially) allowed to decay very slowly, the mass is very small and the neck is very large.

Let then (M3, gm,em) be a one-parameter family of asymptotically Schwarzschildean mani-
folds1 (see Subsection 2.1) such that g0,e0 is the flat Euclidean metric on some exterior domain
of R3 and assume, correspondingly, that (Sm) is a C1−arc of surfaces emanating from the
catenoid Catc of neck c ≥ c0. When proving a non-existence result for an arc of minimal
surfaces, we need to make sure that the asymptotic conditions we prescribe on each Sm are
not too restrictive and do not determine fictitious obstructions. Significantly enough, our
main theorem concerns the class of surfaces that can be parametrized as normal graphs (over
some Euclidean catenoid) by means of a defining function Ω which is solely required to be
C2−bounded in the cylindrical coordinates (u, v) ∈ S1×R (see Subsection 2.2) and such that
Ω(u, v)→ 0 as one lets v → ±∞. Hence, no a priori assumption on the rate of decay is made.

We let Fc : S1 × R → R3 denote the standard local parametrization of the catenoid of
neck c and vertical axis (see equation (3.1)), by n the unit normal vector field defined by
(3.2) and we set FΩ

c = Fc+nΩ (the normal graph over the catenoid of neck c whose defining
function is Ω, see equation (3.3)). Lastly, the precise definition of the functional spaces E k

1Our non-existence result is patently local with respect to a given end of the ambient manifoldM , hence we
can (and we shall) assume that M has only one end, and in fact we can reduce to the case of a one-parameter
family of asymptotically Schwarzschildean metrics on R3 \Br0 .
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and C 2
b is provided in Section 2.

Here is the statement of our main result:

Theorem 1.2. Given r0 > 0 and e(·) : [0, ε0] → E 2 a continuous curve differentiable at 0
with e0 = 0, let us consider the manifold with boundary M = R3 \ Br0 endowed with the
one-parameter family of asymptotically Schwarzschildean metrics

gm,emij :=

(
1 +

m

2|x|

)4

δij + (em(x))ij.

Then there exists c̄ ≥ r0 for which the following conclusion holds: it is not possible to find
• a continuous curve Ω(·) : [0, ε0] → C 2

b (S1 × R) differentiable at 0, with Ω0 = 0, and
satisfying Ωm(u, v) = o(1) as v → ±∞ for each m ∈ [0, ε0],
• sequences mi ↓ 0, 0 < mi < ε0, and ci = c(mi) ≥ c̄,

such that the perturbed catenoidal immersions FΩmi
ci are minimal in (R3 \Br0 , g

mi,emi ).

We shall add three important remarks to the statement of this theorem.

Remark 1.3. Such an obstruction ceases to hold when the ambient manifold has dimension at
least four. For instance, if one considers radially symmetric asymptotically flat manifolds it
is possible to show (by a rather direct application of the implicit function theorem) that given
any minimal n-catenoid in Rn+1 (with n ≥ 3) there exists a family of normal perturbations
whose defining function is exponentially decreasing along the two ends and whose mean
curvature is zero (see Proposition 4.1 for a precise statement). For the sake of completeness
a proof of this assertion is provided in Section 4. Notice that this result does not involve any
curvature condition. We certainly do not expect such symmetry assumption to be necessary
in order to prove a perturbative existence theorem and have made it for the sole sake of
simplicity, since our result suffices for the purposes of showing the absence of obstructions
in the higher-dimensional scenario.

Remark 1.4. When one allows the ambient metric not to be asymptotically Schwarzschildean
(thereby allowing highly an-isotropic asymptotics) the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 is no longer
true. Indeed, the first-named author and R. Schoen constructed in [CS14] asymptotically flat
manifolds that have positive ADM mass but are exactly flat on a half-space, with the imme-
diate consequence that such half-space is foliated by stable minimal surfaces. Furthermore,
the same general localization scheme allows to produce data which are non-trivial outside a
cone of small aperture, and hence those manifolds will contain Euclidean minimal catenoids
so that in the statement of Theorem 1.2 the proviso of Schwarzschildean asymptotics is cer-
tainly necessary for the conclusion to hold. Further comments concerning the precise rate of
decay of the ambient metric and the range of validity of our main theorem are provided in
Subsection 2.1 (see, more specifically, Remark 2.1).

Remark 1.5. By the rigidity in the Positive Mass Theorem of Schoen-Yau [SY79], if we
assume e0 ∈ E2 to be such that the metric g0,e0

ij := δij + (e0(x))ij has non negative scalar
curvature, then necessarily e0 = 0. We remind the reader that the assumption Scal ≥ 0 is
rather customary in general relativity as it corresponds to the dominant energy condition
for time-symmetric data, so that the assumption e0 = 0 in Theorem 1.2 is very natural.
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Furthermore, it is important to observe that Theorem 1.2 obstructs not only the construc-
tion of catenoidal minimal surfaces by direct applications of the Implicit Function Theorem,
but also (and more generally) by a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction argument (that is to say:
handling the cokernel). Indeed, suppose that for e(·) : [0, ε0]→ E 2 as above there exist three
continuous maps:

Ω(·) : [0, ε0]→ C 2
b (S1 × R), ζ : [0, ε0]→ R3, ρ : [0, ε0]→ SO(2)

such that (in fixed coordinates {x}) the normal graph defined by Ωm over the catenoid of
center ζm and axis the image via ρm of the x3−axis is minimal. Then one could simply
consider the new family of metrics

g̃m,em(y) := gm,em(ζm + ρm(y))

which are readily checked to be of the form

g̃m,emij (y) =

(
1 +

m

2|y|

)4

δij + ẽm(y)ij

with ẽm ∈ E 2 and hence directly apply Theorem 1.2 to get a contradiction. Of course, we
have tacitly used here the fact that the Jacobi fields ofCatc are those generated by Euclidean
isometries plus the dilations (see Section 4) and notice that our non-existence theorem allows
for some freedom in the choice of the neck of the catenoid in question.

As a result, Theorem 1.2 asserts the failure of a wide class of perturbative methods to
minimally deform Euclidean catenoids, such conclusion being rather sharp both with respect
to the asymptotic structure of the ambient Riemannian manifold and with respect to the di-
mension of the manifold itself. This result suggests that the landscape of minimal surfaces in
asymptotically Schwarzschildean spaces differs dramatically from its Euclidean counterpart,
with much more severe restrictions and limitations that are still to be fully understood.
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2. Setting and recollections

2.1. Asymptotically Schwarzschildean data. We shall say that a complete, Riemannian
(n + 1)-manifold (M, g) is (one-ended) asymptotically Schwarzschildean if there exists a
compact set K ⊂ M such that M \ K is diffeomorphic to Rn+1 \ Br0 (for some constant
r0 > 0) and in the coordinate system {x} induced by such diffeomorphism the metric takes
the form

(2.1) gm,eij (x) =

(
1 +

m

2|x|n−1

) 4
n−1

δij + (e(x))ij

where the tensor e(x) is assumed to satisfy the bounds

(2.2) |e(x)| = O(|x|−n), |∂e(x)| = O(|x|−n−1), . . . |∂ke(x)| = O(|x|−n−k)
which we shall summarize by simply writing e(x) = Ok(|x|−n); more precisely we shall require
e to be an element of the Banach space

E k :=

e : Rn+1 \Br0 →M3×3
sym(R), ‖e‖E k :=

n+1∑
i,j=1

∑
|α|≤k

sup
|x|≥r0

|∂αeij(x)||x|n+|α| <∞

 .

We are always tacitly assuming n ≥ 2.

We remark that the number m equals the ADM mass of the asymptotically flat manifold
in question (see [ADM59,Bar86] and [Wal84] for a broader contextualization). Also, recall
that asymptotically Schwarzschildean data are dense in general asymptotically flat data
with respect to suitably weighted Sobolev (or Schauder) norms, see [EHLS11] and reference
therein.

Remark 2.1. The whole proof of Theorem 1.2 would in fact go through under the milder
assumption that the error term satisfies |e(x)| = O2(|x|−1−τ ) for some τ > 0, with com-
plications of purely notational character. Instead, we shall remark that the assumption
|e(x)| = o2(|x|−1) does not seem sufficient for the argument to go through (the obstruction
being related to the proof of Lemma 3.7). However, if one postulates the defining functions
Ω(·) to have a sufficiently good rate of decay (enough to legitimate integration by parts in
Lemma 3.9) then the argument presented in Subsection 3.4 can be applied.

2.2. Catenoidal graphs. Given n ≥ 2, let us recall that the minimal n-catenoid Catc of
neck c > 0 in Rn+1 (with vertical axis) can be parametrized by means of the smooth map
(θ, s) ∈ Sn−1 × R→ Rn+1 defined by Fc(θ, s) := c(φ(s)θ, ψ(s)) where

φ(s) := (cosh((n− 1)s))
1

n−1 , ψ(s) :=

∫ s

0

φ2−n(σ) dσ.

By direct computation one can check that the Jacobi operator of Catc (i.e. the linearized
mean curvature operator) is given by

LδFc :=
1

c2

(
1

φn
∂

∂s

(
φn−2 ∂

∂s

)
+

1

φ2
∆Sn−1 +

n(n− 1)

φ2n

)
.

A choice of unit normal vector to Catc is given by

nδFc = φ(s)−1(φ2−n(s)θ,−φ̇(s)).
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Given an integer k ≥ 0 and q ∈ R, we shall then introduce the weighted functional spaces
C k
q (Sn−1 × R) on the n−dimensional cylinder that consist of those C k functions for which

the norm
‖f‖C kq =

∑
|α|≤k

sup
(θ,s)∈Sn−1×R

|∇αf(θ, s)||φ−q(s)|

is finite. In the special case q = 0 we shall denote the corresponding space by C k
b (Sn−1×R).

Furthermore, we will consider the class of functions C k
(−1)+(Sn−1 × R) given by the inter-

section
C k

(−1)+(Sn−1 × R) =
⋂

q∈(−1,0)

C k
q (Sn−1 × R).

For a function Ω which is suitably smooth and bounded (for the purposes of this section
say Ω ∈ C 2

b (Sn−1 × R) with ‖Ω‖C 2
b
≤ c/3) we can conveniently describe a normal graph

over Catc by means of the local parametrizations defined by the map

(2.3) FΩ
c =

((
cφ(s) + Ω(θ, s)φ1−n(s)

)
θ, cψ(s)− φ̇(s)

φ(s)
Ω(θ, s)

)
.

We shall also work in exponentially weighted Sobolev spaces, namely for n ≥ 2 (in fact,
for n ≥ 3) we will consider the spaces

H k
q (Sn−1 × R) :=

f : Sn−1 × R→ R|
∑
|α|≤k

(∫
Sn−1×R

|∇αf(θ, s)|2|φ−2q(s)| dθds
)1/2

<∞


endowed with their natural Hilbert norms, which we shall denote by ‖ · ‖H k

q
.

2.3. Notations. We will denote with L(k) : C k
b (Sn−1×R)→ R a linear functional such that

L(k)(Ω) is a linear combination (with bounded coefficients) of ∂αΩ, for |α| ≤ k. As a result,
one has

(2.4) ‖L(k)(Ω)‖C 0
b
≤ C‖Ω‖C kb ∀ Ω ∈ C k

b (Sn−1 × R)

where C is a constant depending on the coefficients of L(k) but not on Ω.
For higher order quantities we will use the notation Q(k) : C k

b (Sn−1 × R) → R to denote a
finite linear combination (with bounded coefficients) of monomials of the form

∏
i∈I ∂

αiΩ,
for 0 ≤ |αi| ≤ k, |I| ≥ 2, thus satisfying the estimate

(2.5) ‖Q(k)(Ω)‖C 0
b
≤ C‖Ω‖2

C kb
∀ Ω ∈ C k

b (Sn−1 × R), ‖Ω‖C kb ≤ 1

where C is a constant depending on the coefficients of Q(k) but not on Ω. The same notations
will be used for vectorial and matrix-valued quantities depending on ∂αΩ and satisfying the
estimates (2.4), (2.5).

Throughout the paper, we let C denote a positive constant which is allowed to vary from
line to line and in fact even within the same line. Whenever appropriate, we shall stress the
functional dependence of C on some of our parameters by adding subscripts, as per Cm. We
shall agree that constants without subscripts are allowed to depend on the ambient dimension
and (for what concerns the proof of Theorem 1.2 and its ancillary results) to be bounded in
terms of supm∈[0,ε0] ‖Ωm‖C 2

b
(which is of course finite, by the continuity assumption on the

curve Ω(·) in question). Lastly, we shall adopt the notation O(t) to denote some quantity
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whose absolute value is bounded by Ct where C > 0 is a constant without subscripts, in the
sense above. Since Theorem 1.2 concerns large values of the neck and small values of the
ambient mass, we convene to tacitly assume a positive lower bound for the neck parameter
(say c ≥ c ≥ 1) and an upper bound for the mass parameter (say m ≤ m ≤ 1) so that, for
instance, we shall simply write O(mc−1) in lieu of O(mc−1) +O(m2c−3), which will allow to
group up effectively the error terms we need to deal with.

3. A perturbative non-existence result

3.1. Preliminaries on catenoidal graphs. When n = 2, we will describe the Euclidean
catenoid of neck radius c > 0 and vertical axis, Catc in R3, by means of the obvious
restrictions of the smooth covering map Fc : S1 × R→ R3 given by

(3.1) Fc(u, v) := (c cosh(v) cos(u), c cosh(v) sin(u), cv).

Associated to such parametrizations are the tangent vectors
∂Fc
∂u

= (−c cosh(v) sin(u), c cosh(v) cos(u), 0),
∂Fc
∂v

= (c sinh(v) cos(u), c sinh(v) sin(u), c)

whose unit (normalized) counterparts are

(e1)δFc = (− sin(u), cos(u), 0), (e2)δFc = (tanh(v) cos(u), tanh(v) sin(u), cosh−1(v))

and hence there is an associated unit normal vector given by

(3.2) nδFc = cosh−1(v) (cos(u), sin(u),− sinh(v)) .

Lastly, the general formula for parametrized normal graphs (2.3) specifies (for n = 2) to
(3.3)

FΩ
c (u, v) =

((
c cosh(v) +

Ω(u, v)

cosh(v)

)
cos(u),

(
c cosh(v) +

Ω(u, v)

cosh(v)

)
sin(u), cv − tanh(v)Ω(u, v)

)
.

In the proof of Theorem 1.2 we shall need the following two lemmata.

Lemma 3.1. Let Fc : S1 × R → R (resp. FΩ
c ) be the parametrization (3.1) of the catenoid

in R3 with neck c (resp. of the normal graph (3.3)), regarded as a submanifold of the flat
Euclidean space. Then for every Ω ∈ C 2

b (S1 × R), one has

FΩ
c = Fc + L(0)(Ω),(3.4)

nδFΩ
c

= nδFc +
1

c cosh(v)
L(1)(Ω) +

1

c2 cosh2(v)
Q(1)(Ω),(3.5)

Hδ
FΩ
c

= LδFc(Ω) +
1

c3 cosh3(v)
Q(2)(Ω),(3.6)

|AδFΩ
c
|2 =

2

c2 cosh4(v)
+

1

c3 cosh4(v)
L(2)(Ω) +

1

c4 cosh4(v)
Q(2)(Ω),(3.7)

where nδFc (resp. nδFΩ
c
) is the normal vector (3.2) to the unperturbed catenoid Fc (resp.

to the perturbed catenoid FΩ
c ), Hδ

FΩ
c

(resp. AδFΩ
c
) is the mean curvature (resp. the second

fundamental form) of FΩ
c , and LδFc is the Jacobi operator of the catenoid Fc namely

(3.8) LδFc(Ω) :=
1

c2 cosh2(v)

(
∂2Ω

∂u2
+
∂2Ω

∂v2
+

2Ω

cosh2(v)

)
.
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Proof. From the expression (3.3) of the normal graph FΩ
c it is clear that

FΩ
c = Fc + L(0)(Ω), ∂iF

Ω
c = ∂iFc + L(1)(Ω), ∂2

ijF
Ω
c = ∂2

ijFc + L(2)(Ω).

It follows that the first fundamental form gδFΩ
c
of FΩ

c reads

(gδFΩ
c

)ij = c2 cosh2(v)

(
δij +

L(1)(Ω)

c cosh(v)
+
Q(1)(Ω)

c2 cosh2(v)

)
,

which in turn implies that the inverse matrix of gδFΩ
c
is given by

(gδFΩ
c

)ij =
1

c2 cosh2(v)

(
δij +

L(1)(Ω)

c cosh(v)
+
Q(1)(Ω)

c2 cosh2(v)

)
.

Making use, once again, of the expression above for ∂iFΩ
c in expanding the wedge product

∂uF
Ω
c ∧ ∂vFΩ

c one finds

nδFΩ
c

= nδFc +
1

c cosh(v)
L(1)(Ω) +

1

c2 cosh2(v)
Q(1)(Ω),

and hence, separating the zeroth, first and higher order terms in Ω we conclude

Hδ
FΩ
c

= (gδFΩ
c

)ij (∂ijF
Ω
c · nδFΩ

c
) = Hδ

Fc + LδFc(Ω) +
Q(2)(Ω)

c3 cosh3(v)
= LδFc(Ω) +

Q(2)(Ω)

c3 cosh3(v)
,

where of course the last equality relies on the fact that Hδ
Fc
≡ 0 as the catenoid Fc is a

minimal surface. Combining the above expressions we also get

(AδFΩ
c

)ij = (gδFΩ
c

)ik (∂kjF
Ω
c · nδFΩ

c
) = (AδFc)

i
j +

1

c2 cosh2(v)
L(2)(Ω) +

1

c3 cosh3(v)
Q(2)(Ω).

Let us now compute (AδFc)
i
j. Since

∂2
uuFc(u, v) = (−c cosh(v) cos(u),−c cosh(v) sin(u), 0) ,

∂2
uvFc(u, v) = (−c sinh(v) sin(u), c sinh(v) cos(u), 0) ,

∂2
vvFc(u, v) = (c cosh(v) cos(u), c cosh(v) sin(u), 0) ,

from the expression (3.2) of the unit normal nδFc , we obtain that

(AδFc)
i
j = (gδFc)

ik ∂2
kjFc · nδFc =

1

c cosh2(v)
ωij,

where ωij is the symplectic matrix ω1
1 = −1, ω2

2 = 1, ω1
2 = ω2

1 = 0. This in turn implies

|AδFc|
2 =

2

c2 cosh4(v)
.

Therefore, we can conclude that

|AδFΩ
c
|2 = (AδFΩ

c
)ij(A

δ
FΩ
c

)ji = |AδFc |
2 +

|AδFc |
c2 cosh2(v)

L(2)(Ω) +
|AδFc |

c3 cosh3(v)
Q(2)(Ω) +

Q(2)(Ω)

c4 cosh4(v)

=
2

c2 cosh4(v)
+

1

c3 cosh4(v)
L(2)(Ω) +

1

c4 cosh4(v)
Q(2)(Ω),

as desired. �
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Remark 3.2. (Quadratic area growth and finite total curvature of C 2-bounded graphs over
a catenoid). Let Fc : S1 × R → R be the parametrization (3.1) of the catenoid in R3 with
neck c and let Ω : S1 × R→ R with ‖Ω‖C 2

b
≤ K <∞. Then Lemma 3.1 implies that there

exists C ∈ (0,∞) such that

dvolgδ
FΩ
c

≤ (1 + C)dvolgδFc
= (1 + C) c2 cosh(v)2 du dv,

|AδFΩ
c
|2 ≤ (1 + C)|AδFc |

2 = (1 + C)
2

c2 cosh4(v)
.

Since the catenoid Catc has quadratic area growth and finite total curvature, namely there
exists a positive constant C such that |Catc∩BR)| ≤ C R2 and

∫
S1×R |A

δ
Fc
|2dvolgδFc ≤ C, the

above formulas imply that the same is true for the normal graph FΩ
c .

3.2. Pointwise changes of mean curvature.

Lemma 3.3. Let M = R3 \ Br0 and for k ≥ 1 let e(·) : [0, ε]→ E k be a differentiable curve
with e0 = 0 and consider for small m > 0 the Riemannian metric

(3.9) gm,emij (x) :=

(
1 +

m

2|x|

)4

δij + (em(x))ij.

Then, given a surface S ⊂M and called Hgm

S (respectively Hgm,em

S ) the mean curvature of S
in metric gm := gm,0 (resp. in metric gm,em), it holds

(3.10) Hgm,em

S (x) = Hgm

S (x) + |Ag
m

S |O(m|x|−2) +O(m|x|−3) ∀ x ∈ S,

where |Ag
m

S | denotes the length of the second fundamental form of S in metric gm.

Proof. Throughout the proof, we shall denote by gmS the Riemannian metric on S induced by
restriction of gm, and by gm,emS the corresponding one induced by gm,em . Furthermore, we fix
a local moving frame {t1, t2} on S which is orthonormal with respect to gmS , i.e. ti(x) ∈ TxS
and gmS (ti, tj) = δij. Clearly, by virtue of the differentiability assumption on e(·) (hence on
the resulting pointwise bounds) we have
(3.11)

(gm,emS )ij := gm,emS (ti, tj) = δij +O(m|x|−2), (gm,emS )ij := (gm,emS )−1
ij = δij +O(m|x|−2).

Moreover, said ng
m,em

S (resp. ng
m

S ) a choice of unit normal vectors to S with respect to gm,em
(resp. gm), using the relations

gm,em(ng
m,em

S , ti) = gm(ng
m

S , ti) = 0, i = 1, 2, gm,em(ng
m,em

S ,ng
m,em

S ) = gm(ng
m

S ,ng
m

S ) = 1

together with (3.11) and decomposing ng
m,em

S with respect to the frame
{
t1, t2,n

gm

S

}
, it is

easy to check that

(3.12) ng
m,em

S = ng
m

S +O(m|x|−2).

If we let ∇gm,em and ∇gm denote the covariant derivative in (M, gm,em) and (M, gm) respec-
tively, the decay assumptions on the term em imply

(3.13) ∇gm,em

ti tj = ∇gm

ti tj +O(m|x|−3).
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Combining (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) we obtain

Hgm,em

S = −(gm,emS )ij gm,em(∇gm,em

ti tj,n
gm,em

S )

= −(δij +O(m|x|−2))·

· (δ +O(m|x|−2))
(
∇gm

ti tj +O(m|x|−3),ng
m

S +O(m|x|−2)
)

= Hgm

S + |Ag
m

S |O(m|x|−2) +O(m|x|−3),

as desired. �

We proceed by recalling how the mean curvature of a surface changes under a (pointwise)
conformal transformation of the ambient metric.

Lemma 3.4. Let (M3, g) be a Riemannian manifold and let g2 = f 4g1 be a pointwise confor-
mal metric defined by a differentiable, positive factor. Given a surface S ⊂ M and denoted
by Hg1

S (resp. Hg2

S ) the mean curvature of S in (M3, g1) with respect to the unit normal
vector ng1

S (resp. in (M3, g2), with respect to ng2

S = f−2ng1

S ) then

Hg2

S =
1

f 2
(Hg1

S + 4ng1

S · ∂ log f).

Remark 3.5. Throughout this section, we shall exploit the previous formula with M3 =
R3 \Br0 , g1 the flat Euclidean metric and f(x) = 1 + m

2|x| . In this respect, we will repeatedly
make use of the following simple estimates: given that

(3.14) |FΩ
c | = |Fc|

(
1 +

2cψ0Ω

|Fc|2
+
|Ω|2

|Fc|2

)1/2

for ψ0(u, v) = 1− v tanh(v)

which implies (for Ω ∈ C 0
b (S1 × R)) that |FΩ

c | = |Fc|(1 + O(c−1 cosh−1(v))), we have the
bounds

(3.15) 1 ≤ f(Fc(u, v)) ≤ 1 +O(mc−1), f(FΩ
c (u, v)) = 1 +O(mc−1).

Remark 3.6. In order to employ the estimate (3.10), it is useful to get a bound on |Ag
m

FΩ
c
|. To

this aim, using the pointwise conformal invariance of |Å|2 dvol, we first observe that

|Åg
m

FΩ
c
|2(u, v) =

(
1 +

m

2|FΩ
c (u, v)|

)−4

|ÅδFΩ
c
|2(u, v)

≤
(

1 +
m

2|FΩ
c (u, v)|

)−4

|AδFΩ
c
|2(u, v) = O(c−2 cosh−4(v)),(3.16)

where in the last estimate we used Remark 3.2 as well as Remark 3.5.
On the other hand

|Hgm

FΩ
c
|2(u, v) ≤

∣∣∣∣Hδ
FΩ
c

(u, v) + 4nδFΩ
c

(u, v) · ∂ log

(
1 +

m

2|x|

)
(FΩ

c (u, v))

∣∣∣∣2
≤ 2|AδFΩ

c
|2(u, v) +

8m2

|FΩ
c (u, v)|4

= O(c−2 cosh−4(v)).(3.17)
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Combining (3.16) with (3.17), we infer that

(3.18) |Ag
m

FΩ
c
|2(u, v) = |Åg

m

FΩ
c
|2(u, v) +

1

2
|Hgm

FΩ
c
|2(u, v) = O(c−2 cosh−4(v)).

Plugging (3.18) into (3.10) and evaluating along the catenoid, we get

(3.19) Hgm,em

FΩ
c

(u, v) = Hgm

FΩ
c

(u, v) +O(mc−3 cosh−3(v)).

This formula will be used twice in proving Theorem 1.2.

3.3. Expansion at infinity for minimal parametrizations.

Lemma 3.7. Let M = R3 \Br0 and consider the Riemannian metric

(3.20) gm,eij (x) :=

(
1 +

m

2|x|

)4

δij + (e(x))ij.

where e ∈ E 2. Suppose that FΩ
c : S1 × R → (M, gm,e) is a minimal immersion defined by

some Ω ∈ C 2
b (S1 × R). If Ω(u, v) = o(1) as v → ±∞ then Ω ∈ C 2

(−1)+, namely for all ε > 0
one has

|Ω(u, v)|+ |∇Ω(u, v)|+ |∇2Ω(u, v)| ≤ Cε,m,c| cosh−1+ε(v)|.

Remark 3.8. The reader may want to compare this result with similar ones that have been
obtained for Cartesian minimal graphs in asymptotically flat spaces (see Appendix A in
[Car14] and [BR15]). In particular, Bernard and Rivière recently proved that (in such
setting) a complete minimal surface of finite total curvature and sub-quartic area growth
can be decomposed, outside a compact set, in a finite number of graphs with an expansion
of the form p(x′) = a log |x′| + b + q(x′) where q(x′) = O2(|x′|−1+ε) for all ε > 0 (this
is Corollary I.2 in [BR15]). The very same conclusion holds true for minimal surfaces of
finite Morse index (with no assumption on the area growth), at least if the scalar curvature
of the ambient manifold is non-negative (Lemma 14 in [Car14]). The methods employed
in [BR15] are very general and analytically robust, yet significantly less elementary than the
ones presented here.

Proof. Let us start by writing down the partial differential equation solved by Ω. First of
all, the minimality assumption, namely the assumption that the mean curvature Hgm,e

FΩ
c

van-
ishes identically, implies (by virtue of Lemma 3.3 combined with Remark 3.6) the condition
Hgm

FΩ
c

(u, v) = O(c−3 cosh−3(v)). At this stage, we would like to write Hgm

FΩ
c

(u, v) as the sum
of Hδ

FΩ
c

(u, v) plus error terms depending on the decay rate of the metric gm. This is accom-
plished by means of Lemma 3.4, combined with the estimates (3.15) (see Remark 3.5). Let
us discuss this computation in detail: keeping in mind the equation for the conformal change
of mean curvature, it is enough to combine the identity

nδFΩ
c
· ∂ log f(FΩ

c (u, v)) = nδFc · ∂ log f(Fc(u, v)) + (nδFΩ
c
− nδFc) · ∂ log f(Fc(u, v))

+ nδFΩ
c
· (∂ log f(FΩ

c (u, v))− ∂ log f(Fc(u, v)))(3.21)

with
• the equation nδFΩ

c
= nδFc + 1

c cosh(v)
L(1)(Ω) + 1

c2 cosh2(v)
Q(1)(Ω) (derived in Lemma 3.1);
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• the estimate

|∂ log f(FΩ
c (u, v))− ∂ log f(Fc(u, v))| ≤ L(0)(Ω)

|Fc(u, v)|3
+
Q(0)(Ω)

|Fc(u, v)|4
;

• the explicit calculation of the first (and leading) term: one has ∂ log f = ∂f
f

and
∂f(x) = −m

2
x
|x|3 which, evaluated on the unperturbed catenoid Fc defined in (3.1)

gives

(3.22) ∂f(Fc(u, v)) = − m

2c2

(cosh(v) cos(u), cosh(v) sin(u), v)

| cosh2(v) + v2|3/2

and hence (recalling the explicit expression (3.2) of nδFc)

(3.23) nδFc · ∂f(Fc(u, v)) = − m

2c2

1− v tanh(v)

| cosh2(v) + v2|3/2
,

to finally get

(3.24) Hgm

FΩ
c

(u, v) = Hδ
FΩ
c

(u, v)− 2m

c2

1− v tanh(v)

| cosh2(v) + v2|3/2
+O(c−3 cosh−3(v)).

At this stage, as we had explained at the beginning of this proof the minimality assumption
implies that in fact

Hδ
FΩ
c

(u, v) =
2m

c2

1− v tanh(v)

| cosh2(v) + v2|3/2
+O(c−3 cosh−3(v)).

and thus if we plug-in (3.6) and (3.8) and multiply by c2 cosh2(v) we derive for Ω the equation

∂2Ω

∂u2
+
∂2Ω

∂v2
= Γ(u, v), where Γ ∈ C 0

(−1)+ .

Now, this can be analyzed by separation of variables. We shall outline the argument in
order to make our proof self-contained, in spite of the fact that somewhat similar discussions
are certainly present in the literature (see e. g. [Mey63]) even though in a slightly different
setting and often with less elementary tools.

Given any η ∈ (0, 1), it follows from the equation above that Γ ∈ H 0
−η(S

1 × R) and
standard Fourier analysis provides (continuous) functions Γ0,Γ

′
j,Γ

′′
j : R → R, (j ≥ 1) all

belonging to H 0
−η(R) such that

Γ = Γ0 +
∑
j≥1

(Γ′jΣ
′
j + Γ′′jΣ

′′
j ) in H 0

−η(S
1 × R)

for Σ′j = cos(ju),Σ′′j = sin(ju). These functions are defined by integration in the angular
variable u, namely by means of the well-known formulae

Γ0(v) =
1

2π

∫
S1

Γ(u, v) du, Γ′j(v) =
1

π

∫
S1

Γ(u, v)Σ′j(u) du, Γ′′j (v) =
1

π

∫
S1

Γ(u, v)Σ′′j (u) du,

and the integral decay (in the sense of the weighted Hilbertian Sobolev spaces above) follows
at once by means of Parseval’s identity, since such decomposition is patently orthogonal. Fur-
thermore, the assumptions on Ω (namely the fact that we are postulating Ω ∈ C 2

b (S1 × R))
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ensure that its Fourier coefficients Ω0,Ω
′
j,Ω

′′
j all belong to C 2

b (R) and, exploiting orthogo-
nality once again in the usual way, solve the family of ODEs given by

(3.25)
d2Ω0

dv2
= Γ0,

d2Ω′j
dv2

− j2Ω′j = Γ′j and
d2Ω′′j
dv2

− j2Ω′′j = Γ′′j for j ≥ 1.

These equations can be studied by means of the method of variations of constants (since,
obviously, the homogeneous problem can be integrated explicitly). Let us see this argument
in detail:

• when j = 0, the space of solutions of the homogeneous problem is 〈1, v〉R, the Wron-
skjan determinant is given by W (v) = 1 and one can write (for some constants
A0, B0 ∈ R)

Ω0(v) = v

[
A0 −

∫ v

0

Γ0(w) dw

]
+ 1

[
B0 +

∫ v

0

wΓ0(w) dw

]
.

For what concerns the analysis as one lets v → +∞ one just needs to observe that∫ +∞

v

|Γ0(w)| dw ≤ ‖Γ0‖H 0
−η

(∫ +∞

v

cosh−2η(w) dw

)1/2

≤ C‖Γ0‖H 0
−η

cosh−η(v)

and ∫ +∞

v

|wΓ0(w)| dw ≤ ‖Γ0‖H 0
−η

(∫ +∞

v

w2 cosh−2η(w) dw

)1/2

≤ Cη′‖Γ0‖H 0
−η

cosh−(η−η′)(v) ∀ η′ ∈ (0, η/4)

both gotten by means of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, so that in the end

Ω0(v) = λ+ + µ+v +O(cosh−(η−η′)(v)).

At that stage, we can infer λ+ = µ+ = 0 thanks to the fact that Ω0(u, v) = o(1) as
one lets v → +∞. An identical analysis can be performed as one lets v → −∞.
• when j ≥ 1, the space of solutions of the homogeneous problem is 〈ejv, e−jv〉R, the
Wronskjan determinant is given by W (v) = 2j and one can write (for some constants
A′j, B

′
j and A′′j , B′′j )

Ω′j(v) =
ejv

2j

[
A′j −

∫ v

0

e−jwΓ′j(w) dw

]
+
e−jv

2j

[
B′j +

∫ v

0

ejwΓ′j(w) dw

]
,

Ω′′j (v) =
ejv

2j

[
A′′j −

∫ v

0

e−jwΓ′′j (w) dw

]
+
e−jv

2j

[
B′′j +

∫ v

0

ejwΓ′′j (w) dw

]
.

This implies, by virtue of the boundedness of Ω′j (resp. Ω′′j ), that

A′j =

∫ +∞

0

e−jwΓ′j(w) dw, B′j =

∫ 0

−∞
ejwΓ′j(w) dw,

(resp. A′′j =
∫ +∞

0
e−jwΓ′′j (w) dw, B′′j =

∫ 0

−∞ e
jwΓ′′j (w) dw).

At this stage, it follows at once that

|Ω′j(v)| ≤ C
‖Γ′j‖H 0

−η

2j

(
1√

2(j + η)
+

1√
2(j − η)

)
cosh−η(v)
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where, of course, C is a positive constant which does not depend on j.

Now, we recollect all of the terms above: for j ≥ 1, we first observe that

∫
R
|Ω′j|2 cosh2(η−η′)(w) dw ≤ C

‖Γ′j‖2
H 0
−η

j2(j − η)

(and identically for the terms Ω′′j ) so that in the end the series

∑
j≥1

(
Ω′j(v)Σ′j(u) + Ω′′j (v)Σ′′j (u)

)

does converge in H 0
−(η−η′)(S

1 × R), and as a result Ω ∈ H 0
−(η−η′)(S

1 × R) which holds
true for every η ∈ (0, 1) and every η′ ∈ (0, η/4). Hence, elliptic regularity ensures that
Ω ∈ H 2

−(η−η′)(S
1 × R), the Sobolev embedding Theorem (for weighted Sobolev spaces, over

asymptotically cylindrical manifolds) provides Ω ∈ C 0
−(η−2η′)(S

1×R) and thus the arbitrarity
of η′ and η forces Ω ∈ C 0

(−1)+ , hence in fact Ω ∈ C 2
(−1)+ which completes the proof.

�

Given the expansion provided by Lemma 3.7 (and the corresponding improved estimates
one can derive), we can legitimately perform integration by parts (over S1 × R) of the
term ψ0LFΩ

c
(Ω) under the sole assumption that Ω(u, v) = o(1) as v → ±∞, where (as

above) ψ0(u, v) = 1−v tanh(v), the Jacobi function associated to the rescaling action on the
catenoid, namely ψ0 = nδFc ·

∂Fc
∂c

. As a result, we have the following conclusion.

Lemma 3.9. Let ψ0 : S1 × R → R, ψ0(u, v) := 1 − v tanh(v). For every c > r0 and
Ω ∈ C 2

b (S1 × R) defining function of a minimal immersion, such that Ω(u, v) = o(1) as
v → ±∞, one has

(3.26)
∫
S1×R

ψ0 LFc(Ω) c2 cosh2(v) du dv = 0.

3.4. Completing the proof of the main theorem. In this subsection, we will exploit all
of the ancillary results obtained above to present a direct proof of Theorem 1.2.

Proof. Let e(·) : [0, ε0] → E 2(R3 \ Br0) be a continuous curve differentiable at m = 0 with

e0 = 0, and consider gm,emij :=
(

1 + m
2|x|

)4

δij + (em(x))ij the corresponding perturbation
of the Schwarzschild metric. Assume by contradiction that there exists a continuous curve
Ω(·) : [0, ε0] → C 2

b (S1 × R), m 7→ Ωm differentiable at m = 0 with Ω0 = 0 such that,
for some c ≥ c̄ > 1 and m ∈ [0, ε0], the immersion FΩm

c defined by (3.3) is minimal in
(R3 \B1(0), gm,em). We will fix the value of c later along the course of the proof.
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We shall start by multiplying Hgm,em

FΩm
c

≡ 0 by f 2(FΩ
c (u, v))ψ0(v) and integrating: thereby

we get

0 =

∫
S1×R

f 2(FΩ
c (u, v))Hgm,em

FΩm
c

ψ0 dvol
δ
Fc

=

∫
S1×R

f 2(FΩ
c (u, v))Hgm

FΩm
c

ψ0 dvol
δ
Fc +

∫
S1×R

O(mc−3 cosh−3(v))ψ0 dvol
δ
Fc

=

∫
S1×R

f 2(FΩ
c (u, v))Hgm

FΩm
c

ψ0 dvol
δ
Fc +O(mc−1)(3.27)

where we have used (for what concerns the second summand) the preliminary estimates
contained in Remark 3.6. At this stage, specializing Lemma 3.4 to the case when f = 1+ m

2|x|
and S = FΩm

c (S1 × R) we get

(3.28)
∫
S1×R

Hδ
FΩm
c

ψ0 dvol
δ
Fc = O(mc−1)−4

∫
S1×R

ψ0 nδFΩm
c

(u, v) ·∂ log f(FΩm
c (u, v)) dvolδFc .

We are going to show that for small mass the left-hand side is of order m2 while the right-
hand side is of order m; this will give the contradiction, for m > 0 small enough, and will
prove Theorem 1.2. To this aim we compute separately the two sides of (3.28), starting with
the left one.

Since by assumption [0, ε0] 3 m → Ωm ∈ C 2
b (S1 × R) is a continuous curve differentiable

at m = 0 with Ω0 = 0, up to choosing a smaller ε0 > 0, we have
(3.29) ‖Ωm‖C 2

b
≤ C m ∀ m ∈ [0, ε0],

for some C > 0 depending on the curve Ω(·) but not on m. Therefore, the very definition
(2.5) of Q(2) gives

(3.30) ‖Q(2)(Ωm)‖C 0
b
≤ C‖Ωm‖2

C 2
b
≤ Cm2 ∀ m ∈ [0, ε0].

Putting together Lemma 3.1 (equation (3.6)) with Lemma 3.9 (whose applicability relies on
the assumption that, for each fixed m, one has Ωm(u, v) = o(1) for v → ±∞), we infer that
for every m ∈ [0, ε0]∣∣∣∣∫

S1×R
Hδ
FΩm
c

ψ0 dvol
δ
Fc

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣∫
S1×R

LδFc(Ωm)ψ0 dvol
δ
Fc

∣∣∣∣+

∣∣∣∣∫
S1×R

ψ0(v)

c cosh(v)
Q(2)(Ωm) dudv

∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∫
S1×R

ψ0(v)

c cosh(v)
Q(2)(Ωm) dudv

∣∣∣∣ ≤ C
m2

c
,(3.31)

where in the last estimate we used (3.30).
We now compute the right-hand side of (3.28). First of all let us rewrite it isolating the

main term and the remainders:∫
S1×R

ψ0 nδFΩm
c
· ∂ log f(FΩm

c (u, v)) dvolδFc =

∫
S1×R

ψ0 nδFc · ∂ log f(Fc(u, v)) dvolδFc

+

∫
S1×R

ψ0 (nδ
FΩm
c
− nδFc) · ∂ log f(Fc(u, v)) dvolδFc

+

∫
S1×R

ψ0 nδFΩm
c
· (∂ log f(FΩm

c (u, v))− ∂ log f(Fc(u, v))) dvolδFc .(3.32)
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We claim that the first integral is the main term (of order m) and the last two lines are of
order m2. Recalling (3.23), the first integral in (3.32) can be written more explicitly as
(3.33)∫

S1×R
ψ0 nδFc · ∂ log f(Fc(u, v)) dvolδFc = −m

2

∫
S1×R

(1− v tanh(v))2 cosh2(v)

| cosh2(v) + v2|3/2f(Fc(u, v))
dudv.

As a result, we get

(3.34)
∣∣∣∣∫
S1×R

ψ0 nδFc · ∂ log f(Fc(u, v)) dvolδFc + Am

∣∣∣∣ ≤ C
m2

c
,

where we have set

(3.35) A :=
1

2

∫
S1×R

(1− v tanh(v))2 cosh2(v)

| cosh2(v) + v2|3/2
dudv > 0.

With analogous estimates, using Lemma 3.1, it is not difficult to see that∣∣∣∣∫
S1×R

ψ0 (nδ
FΩm
c
− nδFc) · ∂ log f(Fc(u, v)) dvolδFc

∣∣∣∣
+

∣∣∣∣∫
S1×R

ψ0 nδFΩm
c
· (∂ log f(FΩm

c (u, v))− ∂ log f(Fc(u, v))) dvolδFc

∣∣∣∣ ≤ C m2(3.36)

the bound for the second summand relying on the fact that

|∂ log f(FΩm
c (u, v))− ∂ log f(Fc(u, v))| ≤ m

(
L(0)(Ωm)

|Fc(u, v)|3
+
Q(0)(Ωm)

|Fc(u, v)|4

)
.

Plugging (3.31), (3.32), (3.34) and (3.36) into (3.28) implies that if FΩm
cm is a minimal im-

mersion into (R3 \B1, g
m,em) then

Am ≤ C
(
m2 +

m

c

)
,

for some constant C > 0 depending on the curves Ω(·), e(·) but not on m. Thus, we can
certainly choose c̄ large enough that

C

c
≤ A

2
∀ c ≥ c̄.

Hence we should have for our sequence {mi} of positive numbers converging to zero
A

2
mi ≤ Cm2

i

which is definitely not possible when i is large enough. This contradiction completes the
proof.

�

Remark 3.10. As should be clear to the reader, the argument we have described above is
of global nature since it relies on integration by parts and on the fact that the function ψ0

defines a Jacobi field on the catenoid. It is then natural to wonder whether a modification
(or, rather, an improvement) of such argument, local with respect to a given end (of the
surface), can be produced in order to rule out the existence of catenoidal ends for, say,
complete minimal surfaces of finite Morse index or finite total curvature (cmp. Remark 3.8).
That does not seem to be the case. In fact, following this strategy one can only rule out the
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existence of catenoidal-type ends with Euclidean expansion2, namely of every end that can
be written (in suitable asymptotically flat coordinates {x}) as an outer-graph of the form

(3.37) p(x′) = a log |x′|+ b+O(|x′|−1) where x′ = (x1, x2)

for some a 6= 0. For indeed, if that were the case, a rather elementary argument would allow
(possibly changing the asymptotically flat coordinates) to parametrize the end in question
by means of a map FΩ

c : S1 × [0,∞) → R3 where Ω ∈ C k
−1 and hence the condition that

Hgm,em

FΩ
c
≡ 0 would imply

1

c2 cosh2(v)

(
∂2Ω

∂u2
+
∂2Ω

∂v2
+

2Ω

cosh2(v)

)
+O(cosh−5(v)) =

2m

c2

1− v tanh(v)

(cosh2(v) + v2)3/2
+O(cosh−3(v))

thus, due to the decay assumptions on Ω(u, v)

2m

c2

1− v tanh(v)

(cosh2(v) + v2)3/2
= O(cosh−3(v))

so that, multiplying by cosh3(v) and rearranging terms (based on the assumption thatm > 0)

v = O(1) for |v| → ∞

which is a patent contradiction. Yet, this argument does not go through in case one only
knows that the parametrization holds with Ω ∈ C k

(−1)+ which is all one can expect for the
general class of metrics we are dealing with.

4. Higher-dimensional minimal catenoids in asymptotically
Schwarzschildean spaces

The goal of this section is to show that the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 is strictly three-
dimensional, as in higher dimensions one can indeed perturb Euclidean catenoids of large
neck in order to obtain catenoidal minimal hypersurfaces in asymptotically Schwarzschildean
spaces.

As mentioned in the introduction, for the sake of brevity we shall restrict our discussion to
radially symmetric (asymptotically flat) metrics on Rn+1 \ Br0 . More precisely, given k ≥ 2
we denote with M k the closure of the space of C k maps from [r0,∞) into (n+ 1)× (n+ 1)
real symmetric matrices such that the following norm

(4.1) ‖h‖M k :=
n+1∑
i,j=1

∑
0≤a≤k

sup
r≥r0

∣∣∣∣dahijdra

∣∣∣∣ rn−1+a

is finite.

2It is well-known [Sch83] that a minimal end of finite total curvature in (flat) R3 has an expansion of the
type above, as can be seen either via a suitable Weierstrass parametrization or, directly, from the minimal
surface equation in Euclidean coordinates. Such conclusion is simply not true for general asymptotically
Schwarzschildean metrics, see [Mey63] for a broad discussion of the asymptotic expansion of solutions to
elliptic equations.
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In order to apply an Implicit Function Theorem type argument, one has to understand
the kernel of LδFc . It is readily seen that the only Jacobi fields3 on Catc not depending on
the angular variable θ are:

• the function

(4.2) S1
0(s) :=

φ̇(s)

φ(s)
.

which is associated to the translation in the R factor in Rn+1 = Rn × R;
• the function

(4.3) S2
0(s) :=

ψ(s)φ̇(s)

φ(s)
− 1

φn−2(s)
.

which is associated to dilations (centered at the origin) in Rn+1.
We shall work with the exponentially weighted functional spaces C k

q (Sn−1×R) (see Section
2) in the very special case n = 1, in which case those definitions above are meant to describe
(via straightforward modifications) the corresponding functional spaces over the real line,
namely the spaces C k

q (R). We remark that C k
q (R) can be canonically identified with the

subspace of functions in C k
q (Sn−1 × R) not depending on θ by means of the trivial map

Π : C k
q (R)→ C k

q (Sn−1 × R), Π(f)(θ, s) = f(s)

and such identification will always be implicit in the sequel of this section.
We consider the operator

T :=
∂2

∂s2
+ (n− 2)

φ̇

φ

∂

∂s
+ ∆Sn−1 +

n(n− 1)

φ2n−2

(which is conjugate to LδFc since in fact LδFc = c−2φ−2T but has the virtue of being indepen-
dent of c).

If f̃ : Sn−1 × R is a function of the sole variable s, then patently T f̃ = T0Π−1(f̃) where

T0 :=
∂2

∂s2
+ (n− 2)

φ̇

φ

∂

∂s
+
n(n− 1)

φ2n−2
.

We consider for q ∈ (−(n− 2), 0) the mean curvature map

(4.4) H : M (k−1)∨2 × C k
q (R)→ C k−2

q−2 (R)

given by

(4.5) H(h,Ω) = Hδ+h
FΩ
c
,

that is to say the mean curvature of (the trace of) FΩ
c in metric g = δ+h. Making use of the

higher dimensional analogues of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.1, the map in question is routinely
checked to be C1 (in the sense of Calculus in Banach spaces) and of course H(0, 0) = 0 as
well as D2H(0, 0) = c−2φ−2(s)T0.

In this section, we shall outline the proof of the following perturbative existence result:

3Let us agree to describe each Jacobi field (say v) by means of the associated function J = nδFc
· v that

belongs to the kernel of LδFc
.
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Proposition 4.1. For n ≥ 3 consider the manifold with boundaryM := Rn+1\Br0, let k ≥ 2
and let q ∈ (−(n− 2), 0). Then there exists ε > 0 and a differentiable map G : B → C k

q (R)

defined on the ball of radius ε in M (k−1)∨2, with the property that G (h) is the defining
function of a catenoidal minimal hypersurface (over Cat2r0) in (M, δ + h) (that is to say:
the map F G (h)

2r0
parametrizes a minimal hypersurface in such ambient manifold). As a result,

given any c ≥ 2r0 and set Φ(x) =
(

2r0
c

)
x, h̃(y) = h(Φ−1(y)), if the inequality(

2r0

c

)n−1 n+1∑
i,j=1

∑
0≤a≤k

sup
r≥c/2

∣∣∣∣dahijdra

∣∣∣∣ rn−1+a < ε

is satisfied one has that F G (h̃)c
c parametrizes a minimal hypersurface in (M, δ + h).

We remark that the second assertion follows, at once, from the first by means of a geometric
rescaling argument. As a result, for the rest of this section we will tacitly assume to deal
with some fixed value of the neck parameter (that is to say c = 2r0, in the notations above).
It is instructive to analyze the specialization of this result to the Schwarzschild manifold.

Example 4.2. For c > 0 fixed, let us consider on Rn+1\{|x| < m/2} the Riemannian metric
given in these coordinates by

g
(m)
ij (x) =

(
1 +

m

2|x|n−1

) 4
n−1

δij.

Of course, the leading term of the metric is given in polar coordinates by

hleadij (r) =
2m

(n− 1)rn−1
δij

and thus it is readily checked that, for any k ≥ 0, there exists a constant C = Ck,n such that

mC−1
k,n ≤

n+1∑
i,j=1

∑
0≤a≤k

sup
r≥c/2

∣∣∣∣dahijdra

∣∣∣∣ rn−1+a ≤ mCk,n.

Hence, the smallness condition required by Proposition 4.1 is equivalent to an inequality of
the form

mCk,n < εcn−1

where ε does not depend either on m or c. As a result, for any fixed c ≥ c we can perform
the deformation of a Euclidean catenoid provided the mass parameter is small enough and,
on the other hand, for any given value of the ADM mass the same conclusion holds true
when perturbing catenoids of sufficiently large neck.

By virtue of the Implicit Function Theorem (namely by invoking e. g. Theorem 2.3 in
[AP95] or Theorem 2.7.2 in [Nir74]), the proof of Proposition 4.1 amounts to checking that,
for the range of values of the parameters k and q stated above, the linearized operator
D2H : C k

q (R) → C k−2
q−2 (R) is an isomorphism. This is a straightforward consequence of the

following assertion.

Lemma 4.3. For any k ≥ 2 and −(n − 2) < q < 0 the operator T0 : C k
q (R) → C k−2

q (R) is
an isomorphism.
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Proof. First of all, one can ckeck that the functions {S1
0(s), S2

0(s)} are linearly independent
at each point s ∈ R, for indeed the associated Wronskjan determinant is

W0(s) =
n− 1

cosh
n−2
n−1 ((n− 1)s)

and thus all solutions to the ordinary differential equation T0S = f0 can be written (by the
method of variation of constants) in the form

S(s) = S1
0(s)

[
A−

∫ s

0

f0(σ)W−1
0 (σ)S2

0(σ) dσ

]
+ S2

0(s)

[
B +

∫ s

0

f0(σ)W−1
0 (σ)S1

0(σ) dσ

]
as A,B vary in R. We claim that, given f0 ∈ C k−2

q (R) there is a unique choice of those
parameters such that S(s) → 0 as one lets s → ±∞. To see this, one needs to rewrite the
same solution in the (somewhat complicated) form

S(s) = AS1
0(s) +BS2

0(s) +
S1

0(s)

n− 1

∫ +∞

0

f0(σ)(1 + ω(σ)φn−2(σ)S1
0(σ)) dσ

− S1
0(s)

n− 1

∫ +∞

s

f0(σ) dσ − φ2−n(s)

n− 1

∫ s

0

f0(σ)φn−2(σ)S1
0(σ) dσ

− S1
0(s)

n− 1

∫ +∞

s

f0(σ)ω(σ)φn−2(σ)S1
0(σ) dσ − S1

0(s)

n− 1
ω(s)

∫ s

0

f0(σ)φn−2(σ)S1
0(σ) dσ

where we have set (for the sake of brevity)

ω(s) =

∫ +∞

s

φ2−n(σ) dσ.

Such formula for S(s) can be obtained, via some algebraic manipulations, observing that
S2

0(s) = ψ(s)S1
0(s)− 1/φn−2(s) and using the relation∫ σ2

σ1

φ2−n(τ) dτ = ω(σ1)− ω(σ2).

At that stage, it is immediately apparent that S(+∞) = 0 if and only if

A+BT + I+
f + Ĩ+

f = 0

for

T =

∫ +∞

0

φ2−n(σ) dσ, I+
f =

1

n− 1

∫ +∞

0

f0(σ) dσ, Ĩ+
f =

1

n− 1

∫ +∞

0

f0(σ)ω(σ)φn−2(σ)S1
0(σ) dσ

which are finite under the assumption that f0 ∈ C k−2
q (R) for q < 0. An analogous analysis

for s→ −∞ leads to the conclusion that S(−∞) = 0 if and only if a condition of the form
−A + BT + I−f0

+ Ĩ−f0
= 0 holds, so that in the end the parameters A and B are the unique

solution of 2× 2 linear system {
A+BT + I+

f0
+ Ĩ+

f0
= 0

−A+BT + I−f0
+ Ĩ−f0

= 0

whose determinant equals 2T > 0. On the other hand, once such choice is made the formulas
provided above ensure that each term of S(s) has a pointwise bound of the form e−(n−2)|s|
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or e−2(n−1)|s| or eq|s| so that, due to the assumption −(n − 2) < q < 0 the conclusion easily
follows. �

Remark 4.4. Notice that for n = 2 the conclusion of Lemma 4.3 is vacuous, namely there is
no value of q for which T is proven to be an isomorphism. In fact, we have seen in the first
part of this article that an existence theorem cannot possibly hold true in ambient dimension
three.
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